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A. SURVEY QF.TI-IS FRBSEMT PQRTTTnw

I.
The present situation is characterised by the importance of

air defence operations, the onus of attacking enemy bomber formations
resting with the German fighter arm.

relationship between the strength of the enemy air force
and that of our own fighter force, Germany's most effective defensive
weapon at the present•time, has become extremely unfavourable since the
entry into the war of iUiierica, and the rapid growth of the Soviet Air Force.
Our numerical Inferiority can now only be countered by confronting the
enemy with teniporary and local concentrations of power.

The

0

the enemy has been able to carry out a.ttack3 on the
immediate frontal areas and on the Reich without suffering appreciable
losses, the simultaneous operation of thr.ee spearheads of attack indicating
the strength of the Anglo-American formations. These tactics force our
fighter defences either to effect a division of forces,
to make’ a concentrated effort ’’

or alternatively
against one of the attacking spearheads.

With the invasion <

the Reich was no longer possible,
to the 'West

of Prance, the concentration of fighters in
,  as the majority of units ¥/ere transfei-red

u-here, however, they found themselves facing such
odds that their arrival did little or nothing to restore^the position,
't tlie same time. Allied day and night bomber raids were stepped up to an
appreciable extent,

enormous

After successfully beating off the attacks of our few available
fighters, the Allied bombers could, fly on unopposed save for flak defences.
In order to achieve successes against the enemy, our fighters had to be
directed by skilful ground control on to the attacking bombers before the
latter had establ.ished contact v/ith their fighter escort,
often permitted us to carry out a single attack; further attempts
usually frustrated by the enemy fighter escort.

These tactics
v/ere

At the present time, the perforrkance of our fighters, both day
and night, is superior to that of the attackers, and actual'combat presents
no technical difficulties. This situation would however alter if the

.lAiiericano’.introduce high altitude bo’mbers, operating at over 1 2000 metres,
v/hich is a very possl.ble developr.ient in the Europea'n theatre of war.

For 0ffv,.Gtive defensive measures,
As long as France and the Channel coast were in

‘possible for enemy fornations to be detected \vhile over
to the defences in the Reich,

of this foihirard defensive belt, it is possible for the
ene’hV’- to ca.rr;o out surprise attacks.

a, deal' picture of the air
situation i 1.ess ent :t

t.'ur hands, it was

these areas, thus giving ar.’.ple warning
Since the loES

The occupation of France also

full weight of their bomber, fighter and
Reich. It ’iiiust be remembered that

oermits the Allies to direct the

f’igh ter-bomber attacks against the
rLnilar mass attacks launched prior to

th-... invasion v/ere very largely instrumental in enabling the Allies to
vlith their present, (September 1944),

strength of_nearly 10000 fighters and 12000 twin and 4-engined bombers,
the enemy will be able to deliver even more devnstcating blows against
the Reich in support of the invading armies.

smash through the '..tlantic Wall' .

Road and rail traffic Vvdll

be paralysed in strategically important areas and relentless- attacks T/ill
be made on our ground positions.

In August , sOiUe 24000 enemy aircraft penetrated over the Reich.
Approximately the sajoe number operated over the then 'Western occupied
territories, a'ncl are now free for other operations. 2500 aircraft flew
against targets in Northern Italy. About 75,”; of a,11 the attacks were

/flown H f
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floTm fro.-.i iDases in Cxreat Britain and 25 ri fron Italian airfields.
Adverse weather conditions in England resulted in  a snail
reduction in the nuuber of operations flown fron that country.

itttacks on industrial targets accounted for 80,, of all
operations. ' Terror raids were fevrer, but their effect was ■
considerable. Of the sorties directed against our industries,
tv/o-thirds were iviade on plants producing aircraft equipnent and
fuel, Gerr.ian fuel production is nov7 aliuost at  a standstill.

Night raids ceased alnost completely. This was due
partly to the surprisingly high losses suffered by the enemy
during night sorties at this tine, and partly to the fact that
on account of the weakness of our day fighter defences, day
attacks net with opposition and were therefore nore advantageous.

These successes against 4-engined night bonbers were
achieved despite severe jauaing neasures on the part of the enemy,
Nindow' , and W/T .jamming aircraft' ¥/ere employed, and feint
attacks iiTmediately North or South of the real target were made
in an, attempt to mislead our defences and prevent any concentrated
fighter effort. In addition, sudden changes of course often
resulted in the atts.ckers penetrating over areas v/here no niaht
fighter protection v/as available.

During daylight attacks, only about 1-3'-,'of the enemy
bombers- were destroyed.

II.

(a) _  "t-he Nestern front, our day fighters are facing the
best aircraft of the Allied Air Forces. Our one .standard day
fighter aircraft , the F.,. 190, can equal the performance of the
Spitfire, Thunderbolt, and mustang at altitudes up to approxi
mately 4000 metres,.but at greater heights is undoubtedly
inferior to these latter aircraft.

Recent modifications have, „ , - de the performance of th
ME 109 equal to that of the enemy fighters at all altitudes,
bimilar modifications will have to be undertaken to
performance of the 1 90.

•CO
—cl

improve the

aluch measures .are however of an-  emergency nature,
dictated by the^necessity of attempting to counter our marked,
numerical^inferiority by an increase in performance. Should the
enemy decide ain similar modifications,
that we my have gained will

any temporary advantage
once more be lost.

ihe- inferiority of our personnel is a.lso a.n
important consideration, ¥e are obliged to train our crews in
about half the tine allowed by the enemy for the purpose,
comparison vith the ene:.:y figure of 400 hours on training flying
our men can only be given 200 hours of instruction before bebn^
sent on operations. Total operational flying training time in'^
the Luit^/affe at present is only 6O-8O hours, as compared with
the Anglo-American fi^^re of 225 hours.^ Our pilots must atte.;pt
to counter balance this obvious disadvantage bv greater enthusiasm
and courage. “

In

snould be added that due to the comparative inexperience
f many 01 our pilots, our losses, not only in actual combat, but
ene°a landing, are much higher than those of the

/A
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mere increase in aircraft production T,-ill not provide a
solution to our difficulties af the front, since any additional aircraft
produced must in the first instance be allocated to the training schools
and^units v;here aircraft v/astage will also inevitably increase if more
training hours ore allowed.

This

ii

situation leads to the conclusion that our operations
must in future be governed by the training position. Inadequate
training must be borne in mind; our pilots must not be made to carry
out tasks or use equipment v/hich they have not thoroughly mo.stered
during their brief period of instruction.

(b) as regards night fighters,
favourable at present.

the position is rather more

^  . Substantial reinforcements have been received
irom disbanded bomber and transport units, and striking power has
therefore greatly increased. Our total strength of approximately
1800 aircraft enabled about 200 fighters to take the air during each
enemy attack, dight fighter crev/s have been trained on an almost
peace-time sc;;,le, and successes have therefore been considerable.

B. CAUSES Qg TIIE PFiESMT GEITIC.IL SITUATION

In order to reach an understanding of the underlying causes
01 oxa-' present predicament, the following matters must be briefly
considered:

1) the state of our air defences at the outbreak of
war, ,and

the general course of air warfare over the Reich,
from the beginning of the war until the present
tine. ■

2)

1) At the outbreak of the—  , -’Ur fighter ariii v/as concerned
offensive operations, and it is therefore impossible

air defence system at that time. Offensive fighter

exclusively with

u-ere ducted, against England in the West and against Poland
j  The tactical employment of our fighter units la.y in the

clearing of the skies over enemy territory, the escorting of bomber
and fighter-bomber formations,
armies in the field. The Pi, 0. 13
fighters.

sortic s

in the East.

nd in lending direct support to our
v/as the standard armament of the

2) As regards operations over the Reich, a
be drawn between day and night sorties.

distinction must

(a) Day operations. The first penetrations over Reich

territor’y vrere effected by British Wellington formations, on which
severe losses were inflicted, particularly by the Schumacher Geschwader.
The failure of these attacks led the enemy to abandon daylight
operations in favour of night sorties, thus avoiding the strong
Creri.nn fighter defences.

With the entry into the war of the United States, daylight
operati.ons were resumed. These attacks became virtually confined to
iA-iericam A-engined foixiations, the British being responsible for night
borabing. With the comrnenceraent of the large-scale iiraerican daylight
offensive against our. industrial production, v/e w^ere forced to transfer
the bulk of our fighter defences to the Reich, thus stripping other
fronts of fighter protection.

The G-eri.ian fighter arra, whose tasks had, as has been stated,
been almost exclusively offensive in the early days of the war, had

/to
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to switch over to the defensive in the West at about the tine of
the opening of the Russian car.ipaign.
able to lend effective
formations.

Twin-engined fighters were
support to the single-engined fighter

.  . These operations proved very costly to the enemy, v/ho at
this_juncture therefore began to employ fighter escorts, flying '
at first only as _ far as the borders of G-eraany, but extending
their radius during the succeeding months to the very heart of
G-eri.iany. ■ ‘ ,

¥itr-,  the introduction of this strong fighter protection
our twin-engined aircraft, on account of their size, proved, to be'
insutficiently manoeuvrable to engage the enemy either singly or
in formation; single engined fighters had therefore to be detailed
to protect our ovm heavy fighters, and were thus unable to fulfil
their proper i^nction, - that of attacking the enei..y bombers.

^Our fighter defences were therefore split into two
engaging the enemy fighter escort,

while the other tackled the bombers. This division of effort led
inevitably to a further vreakening in the overall efficacy of our
defences.

groups,

■  4. mention na.y be made of the recent introduction
or jet-figbters, v/hich resulted in our destroying a number of
enemy bomber and reconnaissance aircraft.

(b) Night operati The performance of the British
.  ̂ very inadequate at the beginning of the

3^J-rcraft types, however, v/ere being developed, (the
Halifax and Lancaster.) Introduced towards the end of

1941, they proved unsuitable for daylight bombing due
lack of speed and low ceiling,
of British attacks

ions.

strategic Air Force
war.

to their

and after a short time the ’.veight
switched to night bombingwas .

Enemy tactics were considerably influenced by the
development of Pathfinder technique, and were characterised by
the strictly limited duration of the attacks and the employment

coniAase the air situation
during attacks by 4-engined formations, Mosquitoes
circuitous routes to the targets.

often used

f'ina-i + perfecting his navigational and taro-et
November 22nd/

weather conditions y^s
eft.cted. Uur nightfighter operations were severely prejudiced by
the weather. The success of 'Hirmelbett', (gcI) , very largely
rSnlJr^ the Strength of enemy jauaing, but reasonably good
SghtersT^ achieved by the use of 'Wllxie Sau', (ground controlled

II. ¥ha.t has led to,  . . ^ P^^esent critical position? At the
beginning of the war, the German Air Force was the strongest in the
world. _ Its employment was largely responsible for the quick
victorious outcome of the campaigns in Poland, Nonvay, Holland
Belgium, 1'ranee, Yugoslavia and Greece. ’

and

,, Our Air oree was concerned exclusively with offensive
^^erations. For long range planning hov/ever, it is essential that
the question of defensive tasks be accorded equal consideration,
his principle was not followed by our leaders. On account of the
ou^ess of early campaigns, warnings as to the necessity of
prerjaring eifective defences were disregarded.

/Mowr
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problea of defence has become of critical
of'cLmons °°=*

should bP bn.-lT-^^ ^‘'^.^'^ggestion was made that two fighters
rp^r + a b £?^ 4-engined enemy bomber, but this plan v/as
diS? ul + ̂  The opinion prevailed that
ditfaculties would be solved by means of a compromise betwe
need of bombers and that of fighters.

our

en the

The enemy's intention to build by ''943/44.
hitherto unparalled size was never a secret.
lAiblisbed in the Press, but were never taken
anyone fail to realise that a Nation

production v/ould be able t-- d
serious accusation that can be levelled
tbs direction and development of the
refused to take th

increasing gravity

serious

mas

fc"

an Air Force of
Details were even

ly. Hov/ could

capable of peace-time industrial
do the same in tine of war? The most

against those responsible for
Geri.ian Air Pirce is that they

enemy seriously, and shut the.ir eyes to the ever
the situation.

-U ^ of ■the vwa-’ there.was talk of reducing the
number of different aircraft types, but in its fiftn j^ear, the Junkers

different types, ti.s Ju. 90, 290,52,252, 88, 188, 388, 86 and 8/. The attempts made in 1944 to reduce
the number of types by means of so-called 'production progranmies'(there were three in 1944,) led to the aircraft industry losing ail
confidence .tn the v4sdon of the planning of the .High Command
working eventually more or less at its ovm d.i.scretion, ’ and

,  . , , , wastage of industrial ca.pacity led to  a situation in
.hich attempts were made to satisfy all demands, but no single arm

strength. In the meantime, the enemybomber formntions_were able to attack the Heich by.day ind by night,inally, in the middle of 1944, the decision was taken to concentrate
ali.iost exclusively on fighter production.

III. It may be convenient at this sta
of enemy tactics and of

.  . .age to'sunT/iarise the nature
our ovm defences un until the present time.

(a),  T , y-fter a few isolated British daylight attacks on Germancoastal tovms in the winter of 1939/40, there followed a lengthy periodin V,*iy there very little British bomber activity. .By .4e sjr4er
o  1012, .1 new force hal been built up, and systematic air v/arfare
was opened agnindt the Reich. The course of the campaign may beb.roadly divided into three phases, each characterised by a particular
metnod of attack. I) Rolling attacks by strong formations on clear
nights were carried out until March 1943. The strengthen.ing of the
German nightfighter arm at this time demanded a change in tactics, and
2j in the second phase, lasting until November 1943, the attackers
llew in close formation. This could only be countered by the
of an equally concentrated and mobile defensive force.

operation

The rapid construction of the single-engined nightfighter
forced the enemy to alter his methods once more, and 3), in the thirdphase, advantage v;as taken of low cloud and bad weather conditions
the apTJroach and target area.

over

Our methods of attauck remained unaltered..
The transition from the second to the third phase vras not

as the use of H2S enabled the enemy to adopt new tactics
The following important results may be mentioned

vciy noticeable, ;
T.dthout difficulty.

1 Shorter duration of attack during night raids,
Attacks ¥/ere now made from different directions
Widely distant return routes were chosen, ’

confuse our defences, ’
in ord

2

3 er to

/ 4)
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4) Increased use of jamming aircraft,
5) Increasing number of diversiona

night fighters.

and

ry attr.cks by long-range

I

b) study of /merican bombing tactics
following characteristics:-

V iv

revea^ls the

1) Glose formation daylight cat tacks vrith
clear weather,

2) Attacks fromiiicloud cover ydth the

visual bombing in

use of H2S,
3/ Intense fighter escort protection.

The.  enemy has thus often succeeded in evading our
defences, either by flexible control of his formations
frequent changes of tactics. /

KEivIEDIES FOE THE P1(ESEWT SITUi^.T.IOW

or by

C.

The fundccmental condition necessary for an improvement
is Ibe fulfiLment of demands for the nrovision

of better armed aircraft of superior speed and climbing capacity.
As regards aimainent, special attention must be paid -to the instal
lation of guns^ having tlie highest flat trajectory and r.ate of
fire. Navigational aids must also be improved, so that fighter’s
can operate in all weather conditions.

in our air defences

In general, the aim of all such improvements must'be to
counter the enemy’s numerical superiority by increased perforioance
and to v^Nce the control of the aircraft and the operation of guns ’
and navigational aids as simple as possible for the pilot, who can
only receive relatively short training.

-further possibili'cies , which however can at pre
indirectly influence the

Ihe reintroauction of long-range nightfighters,
2) I.nneuiate participation of the Luftwaffe "in radio wa.rf
3; Simplied control and organisation of our

In the future, the High Command must endeavourc
air supremacy and to resume offensive ojjei-ations
If our day fighter strength can be increased,
move our defensive line away from its present
of the Reich towards the '.lest.

sent o
course of operations, include:-

1)

a-ir defence s

to reg

nly

are.

ystem.

ain
as soon .as possible,

we must attempt to
position in the heart

^  , , , . n.ightfighters, a plan must be devised for the
concentration of our forces in ■./'estern G-erinany
the folloAving sugg.estion j.wy be borne in mind,
fuel shortage^ only perifits of the employment of nightfighters for
a feiY days each month, our forces, of which one yroup should be
concentrated in the Paihr, and another in the ReiohAm.in area
should Gfirry out operations at full strength on certain daysman!
times based on previous experience.

reAs

in this connection,
ince the oresent

Although a certain percentage of such sorti
fruitless, it can be ri-ssumed that 5Q;ii will succeed iri
enemy. ^ Such contact would be established either over
enemy is leaving the target,
of the attack, v/ould abaost

es would bo

contacting the
or as the

.and in view of the concentrrtcd fora
,  . . certa-inly achieve considerable success.This IS the only v/ay in which immediate protection can be given to

the heavily "bombed areas of Western Germany.

A further solution would be to convert 'some of our nif/ht-
fighter units on to Ae. 262’s. This would enable-us to attack and
inflict heavy losses on the ..o.squito squadrons T/hich rare operatino-
in ever increasing strength over North-Nestern Europe. 

'  '

Distribution
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